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«We turn your carbone missions into forest… 

… and show you the shortest path of 
offsetting your carbon footprint and 
becoming carbon neutral.» 
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«We work together with our clients to support exemplary climate-
protection projects. Our common aim is to help secure a healthy, 
life-sustaining planet for our generation and generations to come.» 
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Preface: 

Climate change, sustainability and global warming 

The use of these three terms in the media today has become commonplace. In light of the importance of the issues to which they refer, this attention is 

clearly deserved. On the other hand, their use in the media has become so commonplace that many people have lost the capacity to respond 

appropriately or to even continue to pay attention. Has the original sense of urgency given way to indifference? 

It may be worthwhile to recall Chief Seattle’s response to Franklin Pierce’s offer to buy the land of the Duwamish Indian Tribe in Washington State in 

1855: “When the last tree is cut down, the last fish eaten, and the last stream poisoned, you will realize that you cannot eat money.” 

Chief’s Seattle’s words have proved to be prophetic. 

The forecasts concerning the state of our climate and environment are truly alarming. 

But there is also reason for encouragement, as more and more business leaders and private individuals have begun to read the signs of the times. They 

know that a continuation of the unscrupulous exploitation of our planet will lead to prosperity and their own splendid survival, but to our downfall. 

Moreover, they are also starting to show a willingness to make a contribution to efforts designed to counteract the developments that have come to 

imperil our planet. 

Sales figures and profits no longer play the exclusive role in the competition for market leadership. Responsible manufacturing practices and careful 

approaches to the use of scarce resources are even beginning to make business sense. 

Go ahead and distinguish yourself from your competitors! Increase your profitability and make a contribution while doing so to the preservation of a 

healthy environment. 

While the need to provide people with power, food and other vital services will make it impossible to avoid CO2 emissions altogether, the private 

enterprises can do much more to reduce their carbon emissions and to offset their remaining emissions by getting involved in climate and 

environmental-protection projects. 

 
 

Pascal A. Freudenreich, Founder and CEO 
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Management Summary 

carbon-connect AG is a provider of voluntary CO2 offset measures. Our climate friendly labels are a simple way for environmentally aware companies to 

make a process, product or entire company carbon neutral. We provide a service package that includes communication about CSR activities, provides a 

distinguishing feature for the product or service, strengthens the brand, helps acquire new customers and increases margins via different partner pro-

grammes for companies. 

With our new platform www.climatepilot.com we are focussing on climate-aware companies and individuals who would like their driving to be carbon 

neutral. Our clients include the Sauber F1 Team, Tom Lüthi, two classic car events in Lenzerheide and St. Moritz and World Vision Switzerland. 

Our additional services include the drafting of carbon footprint evaluations and eco-audits as well as social sponsoring. The 4 business areas of our 

company cover the segments B2B, reseller programmes for partners and companies, services and B2C. 

The climate protection projects we support are characterized by the fact that they comply with strict criteria. When selecting climate protection pro-

jects we follow the principle that projects must provide a tangible certified benefit to the environment and also a social benefit to the population. We 

support international climate protection projects and if requested by the customer can also create national or individual portfolios within existing cli-

mate protection projects. Our climate protection activities are monitored annually by an auditor. 

Climate change and its consequences are among the greatest challenges of the 21st century. We show our customers the most effective and profitable 

ways of combining climate protection and sustainable management of their business processes. 

In 2014, the human race was responsible for emitting 32 billion tonnes of CO2. In the same year, 87 million tonnes of CO2 were voluntarily offset by the 

participants in the offsetting market (this is an increase of 13.6% on 2013), and the transaction volume was USD 395 million. Since 2005 the partici-

pants in the carbon offsetting market have spent a total of USD 4.5 billion on voluntary CO2 offsets and offset 1 billion tonnes of CO2. 
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About carbon-connect AG 
 
Working for a clean environment and against climate change 

We offer a full range of carbon offsetting services based on exemplary 

environmental protection projects. 

Climate change is probably the biggest challenge we’ll face in the current 

century. It’s not something we can simply reverse. Even the short-term 

goal of stabilising the pace of global warming can only be achieved by 

bringing about an immediate and dramatic reduction in all types of 

greenhouse gases. 

Acting in a socially and ecologically sustainable manner 

Every investment in renewable forms of energy contributes to a safe 

supply of energy. Doing so will help us to reduce our CO2 emissions, 

lower our dependence on fossil fuels imported from abroad, and secure 

local jobs. 

While effective climate protection includes lowering emissions at home, 

it can also be achieved by voluntarily offsetting our greenhouse gases by 

investing in climate-protection projects around the world. 

carbon-connect is working to expand this new awareness of our 

responsibilities by creating opportunities for carbon offsetting. Our 

company has helped to promote and support projects around the world 

that distinguish themselves in terms of their innovative approach to 

conserving nature and our environment. 
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Vision & Mission 

Together with our customers, we support high-quality climate protection projects. Together we are creating a habitable planet for our children and for 
us. 

Our customers are actively involved in environmental protection – they are pioneers. Their commitment to support climate protection projects of high 
ecological value also earns them an enhanced public image. We at carbon-connect help our customers to make their company or processes climate-
neutral in the simplest ways possible. 

We thus help to create a win-win situation: for our customers, for the environment and for society. 

Together at the helm 

In striving to preserve and restore our earth, carbon-connect is supported by a strong network of various associations and interests groups, as well as 

by prominent individuals and enterprises. For instance, motor sport legend Tom Lüthi, the Sauber Formula 1 Team and World Vision have joined us at 

the helm. Their commitment and dedication gives testimony to the fact that active environmental protection does not necessarily mean abstinence. On 

the contrary, it can be a highly rewarding activity, and it can also lead to an enhanced public image! 

Carbon-offset projects 

Working together with our partners, we offer you valuable services relating to climate protection. Using the offset revenue we generate, we develop 

and support climate projects around the world, and thereby help to enable effective climate and environmental protection. 

Go ahead and profit from our experience! Let us introduce you to the wide range of carbon-offsetting opportunities that are available to your 

enterprise. We’ll show you sensible and profitable means of integrating environmental protection and environmentally sustainable management into 

your business processes. 

We bring people and enterprises together who are ready to play an active role in environmental protection.  

“We’ll show you the most effective and efficient way of offsetting your CO2 emissions and achieving carbon neutrality.” 
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Our Services  

The carbon footprint calculator developed by carbon-connect AG 

Do you know how big your carbon footprint is? Our carbon footprint calculator allows you to conveniently measure your carbon footprint on your home 

PC. 

Our special procedure for evaluating emissions provides an ideal basis for identifying a suitable offset system for virtually any enterprise. Please contact 

us at any time if you would like us to make the software package available to you. 

You’ll receive the carbon-connect climate-friendly certificate for your participation.  

We offer this service to all of our corporate clients (and their clients), as well as to private individuals who are interested in doing what they can to help 

protect the environment. This online tool is directly linked to an automated payment system that offers a convenient means of payment via credit card 

(VISA, MasterCard). We’ll naturally send you an immediate confirmation of your payment by e-mail. 
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Our Climate Friendly Certificates 

We use three different certificates to distinguish enterprises and private individuals for offsetting their own emissions: 

 Carbon Neutral Company 

 Carbon Neutral Vehicle 

 Climate Friendly Website 

 Events, products & special solutions  

http://www.carbon-connect.ch/index.cfm/en/products/
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Carbon Neutral Companies 

A company’s production, import, export and even employee activities produce CO2 emissions. How high the emissions are in each 

case can be calculated using an online carbon footprint calculator. 

Switzerland’s annual per capita production of CO2 emissions is around 15 tonnes. The figure for Germany is 14 tonnes. And in 

Austria it is also 14 tonnes! 

We would be happy to help you measure your own carbon footprint. 

Carbon Neutral Vehicles 

Go ahead and take the first step! 

In fact, the best way to go back to nature is to go by foot. 

Given that this will not always be possible, we offer a climate friendly certificate as verification of your having done it a different 

way. 

You can also calculate the emissions produced by your vehicle with the help of our carbon footprint calculator. 

At the end of the procedure, you’ll receive a sticker that verifies your vehicle’s carbon neutrality for an entire calendar year. 

Climate Friendly Websites 

Internet traffic flows at a good clip both day and night. This is made possible by modern, affordable flat rates. 

The fact that this has turned the Internet into a gigantic power drain is often not taken into consideration. Estimates indicate a global 

Internet power consumption of up to 208 billion kWh. That corresponds to the output of 23 nuclear power plants! 

Our climate-friendly certificate guarantees a 100% offset of the proportionate share of power and water consumption in the country 

of your residence. 

For instance, Germany has an annual per capita water consumption of 4,000 litres and a per capita power consumption of 6,648 

kWh. The per capita averages for the European Union come in at 4,500 litres of water and 6,201 kWh of power.  

We offset the per capita carbon emissions by making corresponding investments in climate protection projects. 

http://www.carbon-connect.ch/index.cfm/en/shop/category-detail/2/carbon-neutral-company/
http://www.carbon-connect.ch/index.cfm/en/shop/category-detail/1/carbon-neutral-car/
http://www.carbon-connect.ch/index.cfm/en/shop/category-detail/3/climate-friendly-website/
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A beautiful goal 

In addition to this, we will use our contacts to a non-profit organisation to have one tree per employee and per year planted on 

behalf of your company. Help us to achieve our goal as fast as possible. With your help, we aim to plant 3 million trees in the next 3 

years! 

We request a self-declaration pertaining to sustainability and climate protection from all participants. 

carbon-connect supports all holders of the Climate Friendly Website Certificate and helps them to chart the course to more sustainable climate 

protection! 

Carbon-neutral events and carbon-neutral products and services 

You complete a questionnaire, from which we calculate the carbon footprint of your event, including all relevant greenhouse gas 

emissions. A large part of this carbon footprint comes from electricity consumption, energy used for infrastructure heating and 

cooling, meals, accommodation and travel for all participants, and specific materials and waste. 

To achieve carbon-neutral products and services, CO2 emissions are analysed and evaluated for the entire life cycle from cradle 

to grave. This includes transportation, production processes and raw materials used. 

Your product or service becomes carbon neutral by us reducing CO2 by the same amount via a climate protection project. 

Reseller programmes for companies: 

carbon-neutral products in the B2B sector for resellers in the automotive industry (carbon-neutral cars), in the travel industry (carbon-neutral flights), in 

the hotel industry (carbon-neutral overnight stays), in the internet and IT industry (climate-friendly websites), and client-specific processes and products 

(e.g. cooperation with Acer Computer (Switzerland) AG on a carbon-neutral PC series). 
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Marketing Services 

Acquiring our Climate Friendly Certificates comes with a comprehensive range of services: 

 Entry on the Facebook page of carbon-connect AG 

 Entry in the Hall of Fame with your company logo, including a link and a backlink to your homepage 

 Brief company and service profile 

 Electronic transmission of the cyber-logo for your homepage 

 Help in drafting your CSR statement 

 Sticker 

 Free access to the carbon-connect marketplace and network 

Continuing services: 

 Naming and presentation of your company in newsletters and social media venues 

 Access to social media in case of special campaigns 

 When you acquire a Climate Friendly Website certificate, carbon-connect joins forces with a charitable foundation to plant one tree a year per 

employee. 

  

Make it into the Hall of Fame with our Climate Friendly Certificates! 

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING 
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Climate Pilots 

Are the pleasures of driving and an active involvement on behalf of the environment incompatible? 

What at first might sound like a contradiction in terms may indeed have big benefits for the environment! While 

we should naturally not use our motor vehicles for unnecessary trips and instead choose to ride our bicycles or use 

forms of public transport to meet our mobility needs, climate pilots are not aiming to spoil the fun of driving. 

The fun of driving does not mean polluting the environment with emissions from high RPM outings, but to accept 

the challenge of driving in a manner that saves resources and is safer for the environment. You can then 

conveniently offset your unavoidable carbon emissions by purchasing our Climate Pilot sticker for your vehicle. 

ClimatePilot.com is a unique platform that we developed for private individuals who would like to convert their 

driving to climate-neutral driving. As a Climate Pilot, you are a member of a large and growing community and you 

can decide for yourself which partner flag you would like to drive for. Our partners include the Sauber Formula 1 

Team, Tom Lüthi and World Vision. Our community of partners is expanding continuously. 

As a Climate Pilot, you support our climate protection project in the Amazon River region. With the purchase of a climate sticker, you can offset 2.5 tonnes 

of carbon emissions and thereby secure climate neutrality for one year of driving. 

The project that is supported by Climate Pilots in the Amazon River region helps to protect five jungle preserves (Rio Capim, Poty, Cauaxi, Sumal and 

Cacule), encompassing a total area of 209,130 hectares, against clearcutting. This forest protection work is expected to account for 9,500,000 tonnes of 

CO2 throughout the next ten years. 

Annual average CO2 emissions for a passenger vehicle come in at around 1.9 tonnes of CO2. Using the figures for the EU as a reference, total passenger 

vehicle traffic accounts for around 12% of all CO2 emissions. This provides incentive enough to join the effort and accept responsibility for your own 

driving. 

Becoming a Climate Pilot puts you at the steering wheel, driving in the direction of a clean environment!  

 

  
Project Partners 

http://climatepilot.com/
http://climatepilot.com/
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Our Other Services / special solutions 
 

 We draft customised carbon footprint evaluations, also with respect to specific products and events. 

 For virtually any market, we offer resale programmes with the option of acquiring and designing our White Label to meet your specific needs. 
  

“We always aim for win-win situations – for our clients, for our environment and for our society.” 
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Voluntary Markets versus Compulsory Markets  
 

There are certain legal requirements that have been enacted in the interest of protecting the environment. Everyone who drives a vehicle knows about 

the regular emissions inspections and the strict prohibition against the private disposal of used motor oil. What applies to the private sphere should 

apply at least to the same extent to businesses, major corporations and countries. 

But when economic growth, financial success and social status are at stake, environmental protection tends all too often to be disregarded. Far from 

being arbitrary regulations, laws for the regulation of harmful emissions are therefore urgently necessary in contexts where genuine motivation for 

doing what is necessary might be lacking. 

The EU emissions trading system is the first international emissions-trading platform and is also the world’s largest. The compulsory system took effect 

on 1 January 2005. The system currently encompasses around 45% of all greenhouse gas emissions. From the beginning, the scope of the system has 

included carbon-dioxide emissions from the production of electricity at thermal power stations with an output of 20 MW and higher, as well as the 

following five industries: 

- Iron and steel processing 

- Coking plants, refineries and cracking plants 

- Cement and limestone production 

- Glass, ceramics and brick-making industry 

- Paper and cellulose production 

Companies can offset any excess carbon emissions by purchasing allowances from other companies within the compulsory system or by buying a 

limited number of international credits on a voluntary market. In contrast, companies do not have the option of purchasing international credits to 

offset obligations specified by the Kyoto Protocol. Offsetting here is essentially a penalty tax. As a result, in contrast to the voluntary market, no 

provision is made for supporting environmental projects. 

Nonetheless, acting on a voluntary basis and taking responsibility are better than merely complying with compulsory measures. However, this involves 

the assumption that others will act in kind. Go ahead and set a good example! 

The scope of the projects that are supported by carbon-connect is restricted to voluntary-market projects that demonstrably and verifiably offset 

carbon emissions and make a contribution to effective climate protection. 
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Carbon Offsetting – Effective policy or the modern-day sale of indulgences? 

Carbon offsetting obviously does not reduce the emission of environmentally hazardous gases. The emission of greenhouse gases ultimately remains 
the same. So what is the ecological sense of carbon offsetting? 

As the name suggests, carbon offsetting allows one to offset unavoidable emissions by financing measures that can be cost-effectively implemented at 
other locations. It follows that carbon offsetting does not release one from an obligation to take a responsible approach to the use of resources. 
However, by offsetting the unavoidable emission of hazardous substances, companies and individuals can make a significant contribution to slowing 
global warming and ultimately helping to stop a process that promises to be catastrophic for us all. 

Carbon offsetting is therefore to be regarded as an important instrument of environmental protection that enables us to compensate at other locations 
for the greenhouse gas emissions produced by certain activities for which we are directly responsible. 

Our Positioning 

carbon connect AG has its own emissions registry accounts at a gold-standard monetary system and the Swiss Federal Office for the Environment 
(FOEN). 

Corresponding certificates can be submitted to us as desired in virtually all standards. 

The amount hazardous emissions that we help to offset is audited on an annual basis by an independent commission and documented in a 
corresponding, revised audit report (Transcontag AG, Treuhand- und Revisionsgesellschaft, Dufourstrasse 55, 8008 Zürich).  
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Our message 

 carbon neutrality is not a luxury. 

 carbon neutrality is a USP (for companies and for individuals) and offers an enormous competitive advantage. 

 Every company and every car driver can make his or her own personal contribution to environmental protection. 

 Our customers act rather than react. They also act in the sense of future generations. 
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Climate Protection Projects and Guiding Principles 

Climate protection projects must meet the following criteria for admission to our promotional programme: 

 In addition to offering clear, authentic and certified benefits for the environment, the projects must include a social component that will benefit 
local communities. 

 Real and long-term sustainability must be proven. 

 In the case of biomass and biofuel projects, this entails the exclusive use of agricultural waste such as unusable fruits, peels, sawdust, etc. 

 Projects involving biomass based on food stuffs are not certified for our programme. 

 We also do not support industrial gas projects that filter ozone-degrading substances. 

 We do not invest in projects (e.g. large hydropower stations) that exceed an output of 20 MW whenever doing so will increase the likelihood of 
forced resettlement. 

 Owing to associated unscrupulous deforestation practices, we do not support projects involving palm oil production. 
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Model Projects: 

REDD APD Project 
Brazilian Amazon 

The main activity of the CIKEL Brazilian Amazon REDD APD Project is the cancelation of the planned deforestation activities and decision to instead 
conserve the forest area and continue limited forest management activities in the area under Forest Stewardship Council® Certification (FSC®) with 
Low Impact Logging (SFMLIL) practices. 

Also, the company is intensifying and improving its practices to support the sustainable social development, maintaining and improving the biodiversity 
monitoring at the RCC in the framework of FCS certification and REDD activities. 

LA GLORIA Hydropower Project 
Honduras 

La Gloria Hydroelectric Project (the “Project”) is a small run-of-river hydroelectric generating plant in the north of the Republic of Honduras. 

The Project will utilize the waters of the Bejucal River and will have a total installed capacity of 6.090 MW and an annual generation of 35.21 GWh. The 
local communities of La Gloria, Las Flores, El Satal, Satalito, El Porvenir, El Diamante, and Nueva Esperanza will benefit directly and indirectly from the 
project principally through greater opportunities for employment and increased development and economic activity in the region. 

During the construction phase the project will generate approximately 150 jobs, and approximately 30 permanent jobs will be created for local people 
during the project’s operational phase. 

Hebei Jinzhou 24MW Straw-Fired Power Station 

China 

The Hebei Jinzhou 24MW Straw-fired Power Project is located in Zhangcun, Dongsu Town, Jinzhou City, Hebei Province. It occupies about 100 Mu of 
land and the construction scale is two 12 MW heat-supplying units matching two 75t/h straw-fired boilers. 

After it is established, it will use about 176,000 tons of corn and wheat straw annually (waste) to generate about 132 GWh of power and supply 
530,000 GJ of heat, which could satisfy the heating demand of a building with an area of 1million M2. 

“Every step – no matter how small – is more than nothing.” 

https://www.emaccount.com/app/public/dataroom/0993D9A2
http://cdm.unfccc.int/Projects/DB/DNV-CUK1133535155.06/view
file://///192.168.0.12/carbon-connect/Dokumente/Arbeitsmaterial/The%20Hebei%20Jinzhou%2024MW%20Straw-fired%20Power%20Project%20is%20located%20in%20Zhangcun,%20Dongsu%20Town,%20Jinzhou%20City,%20Hebei%20Province.%20It%20occupies%20about%20100%20Mu%20of%20land%20and%20the%20construction%20scale%20is%20two%2012%20MW%20heat-supplying%20units%20matching%20two%2075t/h%20straw-fired%20boilers.
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Current Market Conditions 

Why do enterprises of all kinds support climate protection projects? 

In addition to their many advantages, climate-neutral products have also been well received by consumers. 

Indeed, companies have long since discovered the growing numbers of environmentally-conscious consumers as a lucrative target group. We are 

witnessing an example of how the collective concerns of consumers can force manufacturers to alter their practices. 

The ends justify the means . . .  

The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) was commissioned by a global group of institutional investors to disclose the greenhouse gas emissions of major 

corporations and to request these corporations to report on what they plan to do to lower their emissions. 

. . . and the means the ends! 

Surveys carried out by the CDP confirm a growing interest in the efforts these corporations make to lower their emissions, as well as the projects they 

support to offset their remaining emissions. While the original motivation on the part of these corporations may have had much more to do with 

gaining an advantage over their competitors by responding to changed consumer expectations than wanting to save the planet, this development is 

naturally also to be regarded as a step in the right direction. 

Companies, governments, and individuals have become increasingly aware of environmental issues and have taken to carefully examining the 

environmental track records of the companies that manufacture the products they’re thinking about buying. Many of these companies have even begun 

to develop supply-chain strategies to secure full carbon neutrality and to establish a cost advantage over their competitors in the advent of a CO2 tax. 

While Europe is still at the forefront of this “carbon revolution”, the expansion of the process to Asia, North America and South America is clearly 

gathering momentum. 

No matter whether the carbon revolution is fuelled by an altruistic motivation to save the planet or to simply get a slice of the pie, this is the only 

approach that can slow or bring to a halt the processes that will otherwise lead to catastrophe! 

  

AHEAD OF THE CURVE 
State of the Voluntary Carbon Markets 
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Why Go Carbon Neutral? 

The answer is at first simple: carbon neutrality is not a luxury item! Companies that offset their own emissions are merely giving something back to the 

earth that they took from it earlier. That being said, environmentally-conscious action has a whole range of other advantages for companies: 

 Do something to significantly enhance your public image. 

Win over customers and investors and make your company more attractive for your employees.  

 Secure a competitive advantage. 

Secure your market position and win the contest in the new arena of social and ecological excellence. 

 Be prepared for the pending CO2 tax! 

It won’t be long before lawmakers are forced to enact stricter regulations in the fight against environmental irresponsibility. Those who act 

today will not need to react tomorrow. 

 Begin now to cut your rising costs. 

The cost of power and related expenses will continue to rise. Achieve greater energy efficiency via a more careful use of scarce resources, and 

thereby lower your own emissions and costs. 

More reasons for you as an entrepreneur: 

- Reducing your tax obligations (your contributions qualify as business expenses and are 100% 

   deductible) 

- Making an active contribution to environmental protection 

- Making good on your obligation to secure corporate responsibility 

- Ensuring sustainable enterprise management 

- Enhancing the degree to which your employees can identify with your company 
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Our Clients  

Our services are available to private individuals as well as to small and medium-sized enterprises in Switzerland, Austria, Germany, and beyond. 

 

 

 

 

 

(A Selection of Our Clients) 
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The Market 

Major corporations do not determine the overall market conditions of countries. It is the numerous small and middle-sized companies that have the 

largest impact on social and economic conditions. There are 312,000 such small and middle-sized companies in Switzerland alone. 

Moreover, they account for more than 90% of all companies in the European Union where they provide around 60 million jobs. Nonetheless, no more 

than a tiny percentage of these companies operate in a manner that is geared to carbon neutrality or have sought to offset their emissions on a 

voluntary basis. 

Enterprises of the future 

This is despite the fact that sustainability has become an ever more important criterion for investors and consumers alike when it comes to making 

everyday decisions to invest or to purchase. Even many highly qualified individuals who are just entering the labour market are on the lookout for 

companies that show a concern for clean energy and social and environmental issues. 

In light of the fact that environmental technology is expected to become the leading industry of the 21st Century, decisions to go green are more than a 

matter of fashion, they are a matter of survival in a double sense of the word: the survival of the environment and the survival of your company. 

Success via sustainability 

It is clear that a heightened awareness of environmental issues and a willingness to accept responsibility for the environment are the only things that 

will prevent catastrophes of an even greater magnitude. Carbon offsetting, however, offers clear advantages to companies beyond their social and 

ecological aspects: carbon neutrality has become the new unique selling point (USP) and offers you a tremendous advantage over your competitors. 

While consumers continue to pay careful attention to criteria such as price, quality and service, the carbon footprint of products continues to gain in 

significance. 

Recent surveys of consumer, manufacturer, dealer, and advertiser opinion indicate that the influence of social and ecological attributes on purchasing 

decisions has increased tremendously.  

  
Striving for higher short-term profits at the cost of corporate responsibility and the environment has already ceased to pay. 
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Our Network  

There is strength in unity! 

Together with its partners, carbon connect AG is a member of various associations and interest groups. These include the Swiss Association of Small and 

Medium-Sized Companies (SKV), the Zurich Carbon Market Association and BNI Switzerland. 

An Expanding Network 

It is good to have the support of strong partners. We would therefore be happy 

to make our network available to you. 

References   

Albert Einstein once suggested that “there is no better approach to education 

than being a good role model”. What the famous scientist was likely applying to 

the family circle applies even more to larger organisations! Numerous companies 

have gone out ahead of the field to set a good example by voluntarily offsetting 

their emissions. 

These companies include: 

 Net Jets 

 Samsung Electronics 

 Coca Cola Company 

 Land Rover 

 Post Finance 

 Goldman Sachs Group 

 IWC 

 HSBC 

 General Motors 

 Deutsche Bank 

 Barclays Bank  
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«We’re working together with others to secure a healthy and life-sustaining planet for our 
generation and generations to come.» 

Come join us! 

 
Industriestrasse 4 
CH-8604 Volketswil 

Tel. +41 44 377 80 80 

info@carbon-connect.ch 
www.carbon-connect.ch 

https://www.facebook.com/carbonconnect
https://plus.google.com/112499558790552432445/posts
https://www.linkedin.com/company/5227184
https://twitter.com/_carbonconnect
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCU6ki0XdHF65LogrNveRwlA
http://www.carbon-connect.ch/en
http://climatepilot.com/

